
5.1 Deep Down & Other Extreme

Essential Question: How can nature change people’s lives? 

1. fault 
2. author 
3. bought 
4. sought 
5. awful 
6. distraught 
7. naughty 
8. fought 
9. squawk 
10. sprawls 
11. special 
12. Heavy 

Spelling Words Spelling/Phonics

Vowel Patterns 
au, aw, al, augh, ough 

Reading Focus

Correct & Confirm 
Predictions

                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                              Writing FocusWriting Workshop

Grammar & Conventions 

What Poetry Sounds Like,  
What Poetry Looks Like,  

Brainstorm Ideas, Plan Your 
Poetry 

Comparing with Adjectives 
Author’s Craft: Text Features 

Other Skills: 
Related Words

                                            
                                                                                                     Vocabulary Words

     

                          

extreme - far from normal or average 
spectacular - wonderful or very beautiful 
attracts -  interests or brings toward 
region - area of land 
transport- carry or move from one place 
to another

Analyze Text Features
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analysis - the study of something in great 
detail 
threat - something that may cause harm or 
damage 
damage- harm done to something so that it is 
broken or injured 
anticipate - to expect something to happen 
pollution - something that makes a place dirty, 
unsafe or not suitable to use 

Genre: Informational Text Places to Live

Poetry



5.2 Earthquakes, Eruptions & Other

Essential Question: How do changes on Earth affect the environment?

Spelling/PhonicsSpelling Words

Writing Workshop

Grammar & Conventions 

Reading Focus

1. ceiling 
2. eighteen 
3. eighty 
4. freight 
5. height 
6. neighbor 
7. receive 
8. weigh 
9. weight 
10. weightless 
11. built 
12. square

Vowel Patters

Comparing with Adverbs 
Author’s Craft: Photographs 

Other Skills: 
Synonyms & Antonyms

Compose with Rhythm,  
Rhyme, Imagery, Alliteration 

and Figurative Language

                                            
                                                                                                     Vocabulary Words

     

Genre: Informational Text

Synthesize Information

                                            

                                                                                                     Writing Focus

                          

landforms- natural features of Earth’s 
surface, such as mountains and valleys 
surface - the outside or outermost part 
processes- series of actions that happen  
over time 
damaging - harming or dangerous 
produces- makes or forms

Text Structure
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analysis - the study of something in great 
detail 
threat - something that may cause harm or 
damage 
damage- harm done to something so that it is 
broken or injured 
anticipate - to expect something to happen 
pollution - something that makes a place dirty, 
unsafe or not suitable to use 

ei, eigh

Events that Change Earth

Poetry



Essential Question: What are some ways to prepare for an 
emergency?

Genre: Procedural Text

Spelling Words Spelling/Phonics Reading Focus

Writing Workshop
                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                              

                                            
                                                                                                     

     

Vocabulary Words

Writing Focus

Grammar & Conventions 

1. awaken 
2. given 
3. widen 
4. soften 
5. sharpen 
6. lengthen 
7.  gladden 
8.  brighten 
9.  loosen 
10. lighten 
11. syllables 
12. direction

                          

Suffix  -en

Use Line Breaks and Stanzas, 
Select a Genre, Revise for Word 
Choice: Verbs, Create an Audio 

Recording & Visual Display

Monitor Comprehsion

Complex Sentences 
Author’s Craft:  
Text Structure 

Other Skills: Context Clues

prepared - ready or have made ready 
for use at a later time 
emergency - a serious or dangerous 
situation 
memorize - learn exactly and without the 
chance of forgetting 
responsible - in charge or in control of a 
job or duty 
instructions - directions or orders

Analyze Text Structure
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5.3 A Safety Plan

analysis - the study of something in great 
detail 
threat - something that may cause harm or 
damage 
damage- harm done to something so that it is 
broken or injured 
anticipate - to expect something to happen 
pollution - something that makes a place dirty, 
unsafe or not suitable to use 

Poetry

In Case of Emergency



5.4 Nora’s Ark
Essential Question: How should people respond during a 
disaster?

Genre: Historical Fiction

Spelling Words Spelling/Phonics Reading Focus

Writing Workshop
                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                              

                                            
                                                                                                     

     

Vocabulary Words

Writing Focus

Grammar & Conventions 

1. citizen 
2. decimal 
3. delicious 
4. economy 
5. gallon 
6. global 
7.  item 
8.  nickel 
9.  notify 
10. travel 
11. ready 
12. anything

                          

Schwa Sound 
Pronounced as “uh”

Revise for Structure, 
Rearrange Ideas for Coherence 

& Clarity, Edit for Nouns, 
Adjectives & Punctuations

Make Connections

Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement 
Author’s Craft: Text Structure 

Other Skills:  
Figurative Language & Voice

destroyed - comlpetely ruined 
opportunity - a chance for a good 
experience or improvement  
sustainability- a way of doing or making 
something that doesn’t harm the 
environment and uses resources wisely 
reclaimed- took back to reuse 
constructed - built or made

Analyze Point of View
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analysis - the study of something in great 
detail 
threat - something that may cause harm or 
damage 
damage- harm done to something so that it is 
broken or injured 
anticipate - to expect something to happen 
pollution - something that makes a place dirty, 
unsafe or not suitable to use 

Poetry



                                            

                                                                                                                                                                                              Writing Focus

Spelling/Phonics Reading Focus

Writing Workshop

Grammar & Conventions 

                                            
                                                                                                     

     

Vocabulary Words

Essential Question: What can nature teach us about ourselves?

5.5 Aesop’s Fox

Spelling Words

1. title 
2. vegetable 
3. humble 
4. active 
5. capture 
6. organize 
7. positive 
8. posture 
9.  creature 
10. finalize 
11. love 
12. developed

Genre: Traditional Tales

                          

Final Stable Syllables 
le, ture, ive, ize

 Edit for Commas, Revise for 
Coherence and Clarity, Edit 
for Adjectives & Adverbs, 

Publish

Adverbs 
Author’s Craft: Author’s Message 

Other Skills: Descriptive Adjectives 
Figurative Language: Idioms

elegant - graceful in style and 
beauty 
flattery - praise that is dishonest or 
exaggerated 
spectacle - entertaining sight or 
display 
imitation - a copy of something else

Evaluate Details

Infer Theme
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analysis - the study of something in great 
detail 
threat - something that may cause harm or 
damage 
damage- harm done to something so that it is 
broken or injured 
anticipate - to expect something to happen 
pollution - something that makes a place dirty, 
unsafe or not suitable to use 

Poetry


